Analysis of English Learning Difficulty of Students in Elementary School
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ABSTRACT

The low student learning outcomes are caused by students’ thought that English is a difficult and boring subject so that students have difficulties understanding it. The purpose of this study is to analyze the types of learning difficulties experienced by students, the factors that affect learning difficulties, and to find out the efforts to overcome the difficulties of learning English in grade V of Elementary School. This research method uses descriptive qualitative. The research subjects were 22 grade V students and grade V teachers. The data collection procedures used were interviews, questionnaires, and documentation. Data analysis used is a qualitative approach. The results of this study were 16 students experienced difficulty learning English, and also did not understand when the teacher delivered English materials. The factors that cause difficulty in learning English for grade V students are internal factors, including students are still less motivated and less interested in taking English lessons, while the external factor is that the teacher does not use teaching aids and the methods used are less varied and not innovative. Based on the above results, it is showed that grade V Elementary School students still have difficulty learning English lessons. Therefore, it can be concluded that students’ learning concerns will have an impact on low learning outcomes.

1. Introduction

Education is needed to improve the quality of human resources. Education will provide opportunities for humans to advance and get a good life. Education is a structured arrangement in order to mature someone (Miskawati, 2019; Wirasasmita & Hendriawan, 2020). Education will make a person become a religious person, have a noble character, are intelligent and have skills (Sujana, 2019). In this regard, the learning process must be carried out as much as possible so as to produce quality human resources. Efforts to improve the quality of education require hard work from various parties, ranging from education personnel, parents, students, society and the government to achieve the final goal, namely improving the quality of human resources.
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quality human resources, so that students need to be prepared from an early age. So that educational goals can be achieved optimally.

One of the educational problems faced by the Indonesian nation is the low quality of education (Suryana, 2017; Widodo, 2015). Various efforts have been made to improve the quality of national education, including through various trainings, increasing teacher qualifications, refining curricula, procuring books and learning tools, improving other facilities and infrastructure, and improving school management. The difficulties that are often faced by elementary school students in facing English learning are difficulties in understanding text and in understanding language skills (Basri, 2018; Ratminingsih, 2017). Even though students who do not like English lessons can experience low English learning due to various problems. One of the problems in learning English is the opinion of most students that English is a difficult and boring subject, so that many students do not like English lessons and even make English as one of the lessons that have difficulty understanding the material presented and have an impact on its low English learning achievement. (Slameto, 2010) states that students with high levels of anxiety do not perform as well as students with low levels of anxiety.

This problem was also found in one elementary school. Based on the results of observations from the English teacher at SDN 4 Pendem District Negara, that English lessons on students’ ability to learn English are still low. Students 'vocabulary mastery is still lacking so that students experience difficulties in following lessons, while vocabulary mastery itself affects students’ ability to read, write, listen, and speak as well as pronunciation. Some say that learning difficulties in students are caused by the low willingness of students to learn English, students find it difficult to remember the meaning of words in English, there are also those who say the difficulty of these students is because the teacher who teaches does not specialize in the field of English, learning English is very boring, and short hours of English lessons do not optimize learning English in schools. According to the results of the interview, the learning outcomes in the form of passing scores for daily tests and general tests of English were still not optimal. It is known from student learning outcomes that are still below the Minimum Completeness Criteria that have been set by the school.

Learning activities in schools are part of educational activities that will lead students to a better state. In the learning process, it is necessary to have a good motivator and facilitator, namely the presence of a teacher in front of the class. The teacher is one component in the teaching and learning process. The teaching and learning process is a series of interactions between teachers and students in order to achieve learning objectives (Makmun, 2001; Susanto, 2013). The ability of students to understand learning concepts is different from one another. This can make them have differences of opinion in solving a problem. The more mastered a concept in learning, it is expected that solving a problem will be easier, and learning outcomes will be better (Farnika, Ikhsan, & Sofyan, 2015; Wahyudi & Indri, 2017). Uno (2007) states that learning can be defined as a process of interaction between learning participants and teachers in a learning environment to achieve certain learning goals. In the learning process in class, a teacher often comes across students who have learning difficulties. Sugihartono (2007) defines learning difficulties as a symptom that appears to students which are characterized by low learning outcomes or under predetermined norms. Learning outcomes of students who have learning difficulties, learning outcomes are lower when compared to their peers. Students who score below the Minimum Completeness Criteria can also be said to have learning difficulties (Izaak, Esomar, & Sopacua, 2016). Learning difficulties are often found in English (Kurniawati, 2019; Lubis, 2018).

English is one of the languages spoken internationally. So that English is used as an important basic competency for people who want to be insightful and knowledgeable. As a part of culture, language plays an important role in business talks between nations. Therefore, English is one of the important subjects taught in schools. So, it is hoped that graduates who master English well will provide the widest possible room for them to become part of the global community of the world community. Therefore, education in elementary schools should introduce English to students from an early age. Within the framework of cross culture (cross culture), English, which is used as an international language, then becomes unique because each nation has a different cultural background, which of course affects dialects, grammar pronunciation and different behavior. English lessons have four skills that must be mastered, namely listening, speaking, reading and writing (Astuti, 2017; Miranti, 2015). Language has a central role in the intellectual, social, and emotional development of students and is a supporter of success in studying all fields of study (Mansyur, 2016). Learning English is different from learning other sciences, language is a communication tool in dealing with other people. It is not enough just to know the theory of English grammar, both structure and vocabulary, but practice speaking with high frequency will make a person more accustomed to pronouncing English sentences.

Based on the explanation above, the research objectives were formulated, namely to analyze the types of English learning difficulties experienced by students, the factors that affect learning difficulties,
and to reveal the efforts that could be made to overcome the difficulties of learning English in grade V Elementary School. This research is expected to be able to solve the problems faced by students in English by revealing the efforts that can be made to overcome the problems.

2. Method

This study used a qualitative approach with the Miles and Huberman model. This approach was chosen because this study aims to analyze the learning difficulties of students by describing the learning objectives that have been determined.

The subjects in this study were the homeroom teacher and the fifth-grade students of SD Negeri 4 Pendem, totaling 22 students. The sampling technique used in this study was purposive. Key informants or initial informants were selected purposively. In this study, who acted as the initial informant was the homeroom teacher of SD Negeri 4 Pendem. The next informant was the fifth-grade student of SD Negeri 4 Pendem who was determined by the snowball sampling technique. For research purposes, five students were selected with the category of low ability students. This categorization is based on student learning outcomes. In addition, the selection of research subjects was also based on suggestions from the class teacher as the key informant who knew the student's condition with certainty. The data collection techniques of this research were interviews, questionnaires, and documentation.

Qualitative data analysis activities are carried out when data collection takes place, namely data collection, after the data is collected from the field the next steps are data reduction, data display, and a conclusion drawing or verification (Soegiyono, 2015: 246).

Gambar 1. Komponen dalam analisis data (interactive model).

In this step, research activities are focused on collecting field data. While collecting data in the field, a lot of data will be obtained. The longer the researcher goes to the field, the more data will be, complex and complicated, therefore at the next stage the data reduction stage will be carried out. At this stage the research activity is to summarize, choose main things, focus on important things, look for themes and patterns based on data obtained from the field such as how to teach teachers to explain material, teacher attention to students who have difficulty learning material, teachers' efforts to improve students' understanding of English learning, analyze students' motivation to participate in English learning. After collecting and reducing data, the next step is to present the data. Presentation of data is done to make it easier to understand what is happening in the field and is presented in descriptive form, namely the results of observations obtained from the field about student learning difficulties in understanding the material in English lessons and the things that cause these difficulties.

The data analyzed in this research is in the form of descriptive, namely the results of data collection through the analyzed instruments and presented in descriptive form. All analysis results are presented in descriptive form, the analysis is carried out by understanding the symptoms found during the observation and linking them to the relevant theory so that the symptoms and cases under study can be understood. The data credibility test or the trustworthiness of the qualitative research results is carried out in several ways, such as: extension of observations, increasing persistence in research, triangulation, discussions with peers, negative case analysis, and memberchecks.

3. Result and Discussion

This research was conducted at SD Negeri 4 Pendem, which is a public elementary school having its address at Jalan Cendrawasih No. 15, Pendem Village, Negara District, Jembrana Regency. This research
was conducted with the help of the participation of all fifth-grade students and fifth grade teachers of SD Negeri 4 Pendem.

Table 1. List of Research Resources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Obtained Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fifth grade teacher</td>
<td>Fifth grade teacher</td>
<td>Opinions about the factors that influence the difficulty of learning English experienced by students while participating in English learning and the efforts made to overcome these learning difficulties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth-grade student</td>
<td>Fifth-grade student</td>
<td>Opinions about the factors that influence the difficulty of learning English experienced by students while participating in English learning and the efforts made to overcome these learning difficulties. Obtaining data from the results of filling out the 22 students' questionnaire</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To see student learning difficulties, researchers used interviews with students, and the results of these interviews were: (1) There were 12 students who did not like English lessons, and 10 people who were happy with English lessons, (2) All students always came before the lesson, started, so as not to miss the material provided by the teacher, (3) Grade V SD Negeri 4 Pendem students, not all of them did their own assignments or homework, there were 12 students who made their own assignments, and there were 7 students who were helped by others, and there were 3 students who worked in groups by friends, (4) As many as 10 students said sometimes, and there were 5 students who said only during English lessons, and there were 7 students who said 20 to 30 minutes of learning time in English lessons, (4 ) A total of 16 students who have difficulty understanding in English lessons and 6 students who stated that English lessons are easy to understand, (5) A total of 12 students who understood when the teacher explained laskam and 10 students who were not clear when the teacher taught in English, (6) As many as 6 students understood when the teacher delivered the material and 16 students did not understand when the teacher delivered it, (7) As many as 18 students did not have printed books / package and 4 students who have printed books / packages. (8) all students said the facilities and infrastructure at the school were still good. (9) There were 16 students who said teachers did not use media during the learning process, and as many as 6 students said teachers sometimes use media during the learning process.

From the results of the questionnaire collected on the aspect of internal factors, it shows that one of the internal factors that causes difficulties in learning English in class V SD Negeri 4 Pendem is the presentation of English lessons that are less pleasing to students, students are still not motivated to follow the English learning process and interest students in learning English are still lacking. Based on the results of this questionnaire, students still have difficulty learning English. From the results of the questionnaire collected on the aspect of external factors, it shows that students have difficulty learning to learn English lessons caused by the process of implementing English learning that is conveyed by the teacher is not suitable for students, the teacher rarely uses teaching aids when learning is taking place and other factors are still lacking, encouragement of parents towards their children in learning.

From the results of the description above, it provides an understanding that there are many factors that can cause students to experience learning difficulties. The author classifies these factors into two factors, namely, internal and external factors. Internal factors are factors that come from within the students themselves, such as interests, talents, and motivation. While external factors are factors that come from outside the student or come from the environment. Students have learning difficulties. When viewed from doing their own assignments or homework, it is known that not all of SD Negeri 4 Pendem students do their own assignments or homework, there are 12 students who make their own assignments, and there are 7 students who are assisted by older siblings, and there are 3 students who do groups by friends. Then if it is seen from the students' understanding of the English material, it is known that there are 6 students who understand when the teacher teaches the material and there are 16 students who do not understand when the teacher delivers it. This is evident that almost all students being taught do not understand the material being taught. This happens because it is caused by several factors including insufficient learning of concepts, the lack of time allocation provided, the methods used are less varied and not innovative so that it is boring and does not attract students' interest, incomplete learning facilities and the lack of willingness to memorize or want to study the material being taught.

Based on the results of research on internal factors that cause difficulty learning English in class V SD Negeri 4 Pendem is the presentation of English lessons that are less pleasing to students, students are still not motivated to participate in the English learning process and student interest in learning English.
both in at home or at school is still lacking. Research conducted by (Nida, dkk, 2020; Wulandari, dkk, 2020) stated that the learning process that is not innovative will make students bored and lose interest in learning.

Learning difficulties experienced by students are caused by various factors which state that the causes of learning difficulties can be grouped into two, namely internal factors and external factors (Izaak et al., 2016; Khaeroni & Nopriyani, n.d.). Factors that come from within students (internal factors) include: intellectual abilities, affection such as feelings and self-confidence, motivation, maturity to learn, age, gender, study habits, memory skills, and sensory abilities such as seeing, listening, and feeling. While factors that come from outside students (external factors) include factors related to the learning process which includes teachers, learning quality, learning instruments or facilities in the form of hardware and software as well as the environment, both social and natural environments (Nani & Evinna, 2019). These internal factors come from students, such as student IQ, student attitudes in learning, learning motivation, body health, and sensory abilities.

The IQ level of each student is different, some have fast cognitive development and some are slow. Based on the results of the analysis, it can be seen that in class V there are students who are smart and there are also students who are not smart, students who are smart when explained by the teacher will quickly grasp the material but on the other hand, students with low IQ will be slow in capturing the material. (Slameto, 2010; Susanto, 2013) argued that intelligence has a big influence on one's learning progress, in the same situation students who have a high level of intelligence will be more successful in learning than students who have a low level of intelligence. learning attitude is the tendency of students to do or not do learning activities. A positive attitude towards a subject is a good start for the learning process (Aswar, 2014). Conversely, a negative attitude towards subjects will have the potential to cause learning difficulties or make learning outcomes less than optimal. The results of the analysis show that students’ attitudes towards English lessons vary, some like and some don’t like English lessons. Students who do not like English lessons have negative attitudes towards learning English so that students do not follow learning well. (Mulyanah, Ishak, & Iqbal, 2018; Sayd & Nazarudin, 2018) argues that English is the field of study that students think is the most difficult, both according to students who do not experience learning difficulties and moreover according to students who have learning difficulties.

Motivation to learn serves to direct students' actions in learning (Emda, 2017; Farid, 2014). Apart from motivation by teachers, the role of parents in providing support for learning is very important. The results of the analysis show that the students' learning motivation is still low. Students also do not learn back material that has been taught at school when at home and students do not learn mathematics when there are no tests. The low motivation of students also results in students not being enthusiastic about learning English, causing difficulties in learning English. Research conducted by Ahmadi, Abu, & Supriyono (2013) also stated that students with weak motivation appear indifferent, easily give up and their attention is not focused on the lesson as a result experience many learning difficulties.

These external factors are caused by factors from outside the students, including variations in teachers in teaching, use of learning media, school infrastructure, and family environment (Huda, 2013; Susanto, 2013). The methods used by teachers in teaching are less varied, teachers only use conventional methods. At the beginning of learning the teacher uses the lecture method to open the lesson, then the teacher explains the fraction material then the student representatives are asked to come forward to answer the questions given by the teacher. In the learning that is carried out, there are some students who feel bored with learning mathematics. This is also confirmed by research conducted by (Ningsih & Dkk, 2018; Puspitasari, Sutarno, & Dasna, 2016) which states that the conventional learning model makes students quickly bored in learning. The use of the right method will make it easier for students to understand the material and reduce the level of student boredom in the classroom (Putra, Margunayasa, & Wibawa, 2017; Setyawan, Suniasih, & Negara, 2017). Slameto (2010) states that the teaching methods used by the teacher are not good enough to affect student learning.

The use of learning media is very helpful for explaining the material (Arsyad, 2019; Putri & Desyandari, 2019). It is important to present concrete learning media in learning English. Based on the results of observations and interviews with teachers and students, it was suggested that the teacher did not use concrete learning media in learning English so that students did not understand well the concepts being taught which resulted in students having difficulty understanding the concepts. The teacher only uses chalk to write on the blackboard. Facilities and infrastructure in schools do not support the learning process of English. Classrooms have windows and ventilation as air in and out so that the classroom is not stuffy, but the classroom does not have a fan, so it makes students less comfortable in the classroom because of the heat. During the observation, the researcher did not find a classroom that uses an LCD that can help the teacher to deliver the material more interestingly. Another condition that is less supportive for learning English is the layout of the field that can be seen directly from the class which results in
students being less concentrated when another class is taking sports lessons in the field. Such unfavorable learning situations can allow learning to be stunted (Ahmadi et al., 2013; Anika & Fajar, 2020).

The family is the first center of education for students. Guidance from parents and attention from parents is an important factor in student learning success (Tresnati, 2016; Vivi Novita Sari & Sudirman, 2018). From the results of the analysis, it was found that students who indicated that they had difficulty learning English did not always get the attention of their parents at home. The economic condition of the family is one of the reasons parents pay less attention to students. Most of the students’ parents work as laborers so they rarely accompany students to study at home, parents go to work in the morning and take their children to school and come home when it is evening so that when they are home parents feel tired and cause parents to be less supportive of learning activities students at home and student learning activities are borne by the school only. This is in accordance with the narrative (Ahmadi et al., 2013) that children who do not get supervision or guidance from parents are likely to have a lot of learning difficulties.

After finding the difficulties experienced by students and the factors that cause student difficulties, then we will discuss efforts to overcome difficulties in learning English. The analysis of efforts to overcome the difficulties of learning English in grade V at SD Negeri 4 Pendem was carried out by analyzing the results of the interviews conducted on the research subjects. The efforts to solve problems are (1) Using innovative learning media, using innovative learning media is very important in learning English because students cannot think abstractly, students think in terms of what is seen or concrete objects, (2) Increase language training English, teachers need to provide more practice to students who have difficulty learning English because with more practice students will increasingly understand and speak English fluently. How to provide more exercise does not have to be done in class, exercises can be given as homework to further monitor the development of student abilities, (3) Collaborating with parents, parents have an important role in providing motivation for students. Students who are given good attention at home will have good motivation to learn at school (Adiyani & Susilaningsih, 2018; Nasution, 2019). For that parents need to always pay attention to the development of students’ English learning. An example of a form of parent’s attention to their child is that children are accompanied when they are studying at home because if the child is having difficulties in learning the parents can teach their children until the child understands the problem being worked on, the child is given additional learning hours at home in the form of tutoring Internal factor problems include: student characteristics, attitudes towards learning, learning concentration, the ability to process learning materials, the ability to explore learning outcomes, self-confidence, and study habits. While external factors include: teacher factors, social environment, school curriculum, and infrastructure.

4. Conclusion

Based on the results of the research, it shows that the difficulty of students in understanding English material is triggered by several things, especially in the less than optimal ability of teachers to present learning by not mastering learning materials, not using appropriate methods and media, and less able to manage class and the unavailability of handbook or textbooks for students.
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